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A Pseudocode of Method

We show the pseudocode of the procedure for applying OCDC and OCDCDL
from the target domain to the source domain in Algorithm A.1. While we show
the procedure in the direction from the target domain to the source domain, a
similar procedure is used from the source domain to the target domain, with the
labels S and T swapped.

B Additional Results

When pasting an object in image A into image B, the overlap between the
objects in image A and image B is considered. For consideration, the overlap
ratio between the pasted object and the pasting object is calculated. If the
overlap is exceeded more than threshold γ, the pasting is not performed. Table
B.1 shows the performance comparison result. When γ is made smaller, the
allowance for overlapping objects become stricter, and the number of objects
that cannot be pasted increases. There is no big difference overall even if γ is
changed. Therefore, we calculate the average of mAP for each target sample and
the difference between the average of mAP and the mAP for each γ setting in
Table B.2. The greater the difference between each γ in the positive direction, the
more beneficial γ is for improving accuracy in that target samples. For example,
when target samples label is full, the average of mAP is 75.7 %, and differences
from the average of mAP are 0.2 point at γ = 0.1, 0.4 point at γ = 0.2, -0.1
point at γ = 0.5, -0.6 point at γ = 0.75, respectively. When the average difference
points calculated for all target samples labels at each γ are added, the total is 1.3
points at γ = 0.25, indicating a higher performance. Thus, we set the optimal γ
to 0.25 in the experiments.
* indicates equal contribution.
† indicates the corresponding author.
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Algorithm A.1: The procedure of our proposed method
Input: Images of source and target domain IS , IT , bounding boxes of source

and target domain BS , BT , domain identification labels DS , DT in a
batch.

Output: Pasted images of source and target domain ÎS , ÎT , added bounding
boxes of source and target domain B̂S , B̂T , replaced domain
identification labels D̂S , D̂T in a batch.

1 Difinition: (x, y, w, h): upper left position, width, and height of b, γ: overlap
threshold, (W,H): width and height of image.

2 forall bounding box of target domain image bT ∈ BT do
3 // selecting a bounding box matched size criteria
4 if 16 < wbT < WIS and 16 < hbT < HIS then
5 // setting ˆwbT ,

ˆhbT , and left upper position ˆxbT , ˆybT
6 srand ∼ U(0.7, 1.3)
7 ˆwbT ← wbT ∗ srand

8 ˆhbT ← hbT ∗ srand

9 ˆxbT ∼ U(0,WIS − ˆwbT )

10 ˆybT ∼ U(0, HIS − ˆhbT )
11 forall bounding box of source domain image bS ∈ BS do
12 // calculating intersection area between b̂T and bS

13 Rinter ← intersection(b̂T , bS)
14 // calculating area of bS
15 RSarea ← area(bS)
16 Roverlap ←Rinter / RSarea

17 if Roverlap > γ then
18 go to ˆwbT ,

ˆhbT , ˆxbT , ˆybT setting (line 6)
19 // cropping region AT from IT
20 AT ← crop(IT , bT )

21 // resizing region AT to ˆwbT ,
ˆhbT

22 ÂT ← resize(AT , ˆwbT ,
ˆhbT )

23 // pasting ÂT on b̂T region of IS
24 ÎS ← paste(IS , ÂT , b̂T )

25 // adding b̂T to BS

26 B̂S ← add(BS , b̂T )

27 // switching domain identification labels corresponding to b̂T

28 D̂S ← switch(DS , b̂T / 16)
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Table B.1. Results on the overlap threshold γ

Target Samples γ Person Bicycle Car mAP

Full

0.1 77.8 62.8 87.1 75.9
0.25 77.8 63.5 86.9 76.1
0.5 77.4 62.6 86.8 75.6
0.75 76.8 61.5 87.0 75.1

1/2

0.1 78.2 64.1 87.4 76.6
0.25 78.3 62.6 87.2 76.1
0.5 78.3 62.4 87.2 76.0
0.75 78.4 63.1 87.2 76.3

1/4

0.1 76.7 61.4 86.8 75.0
0.25 76.9 59.9 86.9 74.5
0.5 77.4 61.0 86.9 75.1
0.75 77.6 59.4 87.1 74.7

1/8

0.1 75.0 59.5 85.8 73.4
0.25 75.4 60.9 85.7 74.0
0.5 74.8 58.9 85.5 73.1
0.75 75.1 58.8 85.6 73.2

1/16

0.1 72.3 56.2 84.2 70.9
0.25 72.2 57.9 84.5 71.5
0.5 72.3 54.3 84.8 70.5
0.75 72.4 55.4 84.5 70.8

1/32

0.1 70.4 53.7 82.9 69.0
0.25 71.1 53.8 82.0 69.3
0.5 70.2 54.6 83.2 69.3
0.75 71.3 55.8 83.5 70.2

1/64

0.1 68.0 51.9 81.6 67.2
0.25 68.5 51.6 82.3 67.5
0.5 68.7 49.7 82.4 66.9
0.75 68.0 50.4 82.0 66.8
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Table B.2. Results on the average of mAP and the difference from the average of
mAP

Target Samples the average
of mAP γ

the difference from
the average of mAP

Full 75.7

0.1 +0.2
0.25 +0.4
0.5 -0.1
0.75 -0.6

1/2 76.2

0.1 +0.3
0.25 -0.2
0.5 -0.2
0.75 ±0.0

1/4 74.8

0.1 +0.2
0.25 -0.3
0.5 +0.3
0.75 -0.1

1/8 73.4

0.1 ±0.0
0.25 +0.6
0.5 -0.3
0.75 -0.2

1/16 70.9

0.1 ±0.0
0.25 +0.6
0.5 -0.4
0.75 -0.1

1/32 69.4

0.1 -0.4
0.25 -0.2
0.5 -0.1
0.75 +0.7

1/64 67.1

0.1 +0.1
0.25 +0.4
0.5 -0.2
0.75 -0.3
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